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the vikings siege of paris in 885 86 was a turning point in the history of both paris and france in 885 a year after charles the fat was crowned king of the franks danish vikings sailed up the seine demanding tribute the franks refusal prompted the vikings to lay siege to paris which was initially defended by only 200 men under odo count of paris and seemingly in a poor state to defend against the viking warriors in their fleet of hundreds of longships paris was centred around the medieval Île de la cité the natural island now in the heart of the city fortified with bridges and towers the vikings attempted to break the parisian defenders but the city itself still held out and after a year charles army arrived to lift the siege but charles then allowed the vikings to sail upstream against the revolting burgundians outraged at this betrayal the parisians refused to let the vikings return home via the seine forcing them to portage their boats overland to the marne in order to reach the north sea when charles died in 888 the people of the of the Île de france elected odo as their king the resistance of paris therefore marked the end of the carolingian line and the birth of a new kingdom this fully illustrated volume accompanied with maps and strategic diagrams tells the full story of the vikings expedition to conquer medieval paris highlighting a key moment in the history of france and its foundation as a nation
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digicat presents to you a meticulously edited collection of norse mythology and literature this ebook has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices content the elder eddas of saemund the younger eddas of sturleson orse sagas kings sagas sagas of icelanders legendary sagas norse ballads norse mythology the beginning odin frigga thor tyr bragi idun niörd frey freya ulla forseti heimdall hermod vidar vali the norns the valkyrs hel Ægir balder loki the giants the dwarfs the elves the sigurd saga the story of frithiof the twilight of the gods greek and northern mythologies

**The Viking Siege of Paris 2022-01-20**

That there was an influx of silver dirhams from the Muslim world into Eastern and Northern Europe in the ninth and tenth centuries is well known as is the fact that the largest concentration of hoards is on the Baltic island of Gotland. Recent discoveries have shown that dirhams were reaching the British Isles too. What brought the dirhams to Northern Europe in such large numbers the fur trade has been proposed as one driver for transactions. But the slave trade offers another complementary explanation. This volume does not offer a comprehensive delineation of the hoard finds or a full answer to the question of what brought the silver north but it highlights the trade in slaves as a driving exchange on a transcontinental scale by their very nature the nexuses were complex, mutable and unclear even to contemporaries and they have eluded modern scholarship contributions to this volume shed light on processes and key places the mints of central Asia the chronology of the inflows of dirhams to Rus and Northern Europe the reasons why silver was deposited in the ground and why so much ended up on Gotland. The functioning of networks perhaps comparable to the twenty-first century drug trade slave trading in the British Isles and the stimulus and additional networks that the Vikings brought into play this combination of general surveys presentations of fresh evidence and regional case studies sets Gotland and the early medieval slave trade in a firmer framework than has been available before.

**The Essence of Viking Mythology: Norse Eddas, Sagas & Ballads 2023-11-08**

This book explores the relationship between Vikings Rus and nomadic mostly Turkic steppe dwellers during the course of the Viking age c 750-1050 in a geographical area stretching from Eastern Scandinavia through the Kievan Rus Byzantium the Islamic world to the Western Eurasian steppes. The primary focus is the steppe influence on the development of Scandinavian Rus culture. It illustrates the effects of Turkic nomadic cultures on the evolving Scandinavian Rus communities in their military technology and tactics as well as in everyday customs, ritual traditions and religious perceptions whilst paying attention to the politico-commercial necessities and possible communication channels tying these two cultures normally considered to be distinct together. The arguments are supported by a multi-disciplinary analysis of diverse historical and archaeological materials occasionally supplemented with linguistic evidence. The result is a comprehensive evaluation of the relations of the Scandinavians active in the east with Turkic groups and brings the so far neglected steppes into Viking studies. In general, the book will fill a serious scholarly gap in the field of Viking.
studies and will be read by both academics and students interested in the archaeological and historical sources concerned with the traditions of the eastern vikings
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doing the first complete history of central Eurasia from ancient times to the present day. Empires of the Silk Road represents a fundamental rethinking of the origins, history, and significance of this major world region. Christopher Beckwith describes the rise and fall of the great Central Eurasian empires, including those of the Scythians, Attila the Hun, the Turks, Tibetans, and Genghis Khan and the Mongols. In addition, he explains why the heartland of Central Eurasia led the world economically, scientifically, and artistically for many centuries despite invasions by Persians, Greeks, Arabs, Chinese, and others. In retelling the story of the old world from the perspective of Central Eurasia, Beckwith provides a new understanding of the internal and external dynamics of the Central Eurasian states and shows how their people repeatedly revolutionized Eurasian civilization. Beckwith recounts the Indo-European migration out of Central Eurasia, their mixture with local peoples, and the resulting development of the Graeco-Roman, Persian, Indian, and Chinese civilizations. He details the basis for the thriving economy of Premodern Central Eurasia, the economy's disintegration following the region's partition by the Chinese and Russians in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and the damaging of Central Eurasian culture by modernism. And he discusses the significance for world history of the partial reemergence of Central Eurasian nations after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Empires of the Silk Road places Central Eurasia within a world historical framework and demonstrates why the region is central to understanding the history of civilization.

**Viking-Age Trade 2020-10-06**

Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs, and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it's practical DIY home improvement tips, gadgets, and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science, PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
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pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products and services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology

Vikings of the Steppe 2022-09-28

a classic text on deviance is updated and reissued
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The Zondervan Essential Companion to Christian History gives you what it promises: the essentials, following a brief introduction that outlines the key events of the New Testament era. There is a chapter devoted to each century of Christian history, beginning with the year 100 and ending roughly at the year 2000. Each chapter flows chronologically, featuring a brief overview highlighting the main threads and issues running through the relevant century. Key historical developments are explained, thematic connections between centuries are explored, and color-coded sidebars feature persons, ideas, or events that key figures either within or without the church have impacted significantly or who otherwise deserve special mention. Important Christian books as well as heresies, doctrines, or political movements are covered, along with world historical occurrences such as battles, natural disasters, inventions, or elections that have affected the development of Christianity in the world. The final chapter devoted to the present century concludes the companion, identifying key themes that the Christian church is presently dealing with and suggesting future issues. A select glossary of terms is provided at the end of the book, as well as a bibliographic list of suggested reading. This highly informative, broad-ranging book provides vital facts on the growth and impact of Christianity from the apostles to the present day, not only in the Western world but also globally, including the development of Eastern Orthodox and Armenian Christianity as well as considering Christianity in Latin America, Southeast Asia, the Baltic and Slavic states, and India. The companion is organized by century, going through the major events, ideas, and personalities that have shaped Christian history around the world. Whether you are a student or a lay person, a church goer or unacquainted with Christianity, this book will help you grasp the global, multifaceted story of Christians.
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Popular Mechanics 1972-03

Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs, and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it's practical DIY home improvement tips, gadgets, and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science, PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Deviance and Medicalization 1992-10-15

A visual journey through the history of landscape design for thousands of years people have altered the meaning of space by reshaping nature as an art form these architectural landscape creations are stamped with societal imprints unique to their environment and place in time illustrated history of landscape design takes an optical sweep of the iconic landscapes constructed throughout the ages organized by century and geographic region this highly visual reference uses hundreds of masterful pen and ink drawings to show how historical context and cultural connections can illuminate today's design possibilities this guide includes storyboards case studies and visual narratives to portray spaces plan section and elevation drawings of key spaces summaries of design concepts principles and vocabularies historic and contemporary works of art that illuminate a specific era descriptions of how the landscape has been shaped over time in response to human need directing both students and practitioners along a visually stimulating timeline illustrated history of landscape design is a valuable educational tool as well as an endless source of inspiration
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the aircraft landing gear and its associated systems represent a compelling design challenge simultaneously a system a structure and a machine it supports the aircraft on the ground absorbs landing and braking energy permits maneuvering and retracts to minimize aircraft drag yet as it is not required during flight it also represents dead weight and significant effort must be made to minimize its total mass the design of aircraft landing gear written by r kyle schmidt pe b a sc mechanical engineering m sc safety and aircraft accident investigation chairman of the sae a 5 committee on aircraft landing gear is designed to guide the reader through the key principles of landing system design and to provide additional references when available many problems which must be confronted have already been addressed by others in the past but the information is not known or shared leading to the observation that there are few new problems but many new people the design of aircraft landing gear is intended to share much of the existing information and provide avenues for further exploration the design of an aircraft and its associated systems including the landing system involves iterative loops as the impact of each modification to a system or component is evaluated against the whole it is rare to find that the lightest possible landing gear represents the best solution for the aircraft the lightest landing gear may require attachment structures which don’t exist and which would require significant weight and compromise on the part of the airframe structure design with those requirements and compromises in mind the design of aircraft landing gear starts with the study of airfield compatibility aircraft stability on the ground the correct choice of tires followed by discussion of brakes wheels and brake control systems various landing gear architectures are investigated together with the details of shock absorber designs retraction kinematics and mechanisms are studied as well as possible actuation approaches detailed information on the various hydraulic and electric services commonly found on aircraft and system elements such as dressings lighting and steering are also reviewed detail design points the process of analysis and a review of the relevant requirements and regulations round out the book content the design of aircraft landing gear is a landmark work in the industry and a must read for any engineer interested in updating specific skills
and students preparing for an exciting career
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After keeping school for six years at the forks of troublesome creek in the Kentucky hills James Still moved to a century old log house between the waters of wolfpen creek and dead mare branch on little carr creek and became the man in the bushes to his curious neighbors Still joined the life of the scattered community he raised his own food preserved fruits and vegetables for the winter and kept two stands of bees for honey a neighbor remarked of still he's left a good job and come over in here and sot down still did sot down and write the classic novel river of earth and many poems and short stories that have found their way into national publications from the beginning still jotted down expressions customs and happenings unique to the region after half a century those jottings filled twenty one notebooks now they have been brought together in the wolfpen notebooks together with an interview with still a glossary a comprehensive bibliography of his work by William Terrell Cornett and examples of still's use of the sayings in poetry and prose the sayings represent an aspect of the Appalachian experience not previously recorded and of a time largely past
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Popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world the core belief that popular science and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better
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